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Enhancing weed management outcomes in 
the Pilbara



The case for improved data aggregation
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• Land managers & weed researchers are looking for publically 
available weed data to detect & prevent new weed incursions 



The case for improved data aggregation
• Assumption: (herbaria) databases are representative

– lodged collections only, often biased
– weeds generally under-represented

• NatureMap/FloraBase in WA
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Dodd et al. (2016), Delisle et al. (2003)

Data from WA Department of Parks and Wildlife NatureMap;  *Data from ALA;  #Data from WA Department of Parks and Wildlife Herbarium

IBRA region Total species Weeds (%) Tot herbarium records Weed records (%)

Pilbara 2433* 4.9# 32478* 2.5

Chichester 1234 6.1 7916 2.4

Roebourne 1072 7.1 5633 5.6

Fortescue 923 3.6 2953 2.6

Hamersley 1522 4.1 15976 1.6



Finding weed data outside herbaria
• Why limit ourselves to specimen-associated data?

– Quality control
– Online access
– Other metrics missing (absence, abundance)

• Huge volumes of weed data is captured elsewhere
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– Environmental impact statements
– Environmental impact reviews
– Land clearing applications
– Weed management plans
– Aerial photography

– Apps (DAFWA MyWeedWatch etc)
– Citizen science engagement
– Compliance weed spraying 
– Rangeland condition reports
– Roadside vegetation surveys



• A contrasting landscape
– Grasslands, savannas, vine thickets
– Contrasting resource availability (moisture, nutrients)
– Connectivity, disturbance, human presence
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Weed management in the Pilbara

• Weed threats are diverse
– Tourism, agriculture, agroforestry, cultural values, conservation, restoration
– Weed management: challenging & often relatively costly
– Methods to improve management efficiency & effectiveness needed



1) Aggregate all available weeds data across the Pilbara
– Digitised & paper, online & offline sources

2) Database of Pilbara weeds data
– Expanded & standardised source fields
– Weed abundance & absence 
– Data quality estimates

3) Showcase of data analysis potential

4) Relating ‘big data’ insight back to management
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The Pilbara weeds database



In the beginning…
• FloraBase: 

– 804 records
– 114 species

• The Pareto principle (80/20) 
– We are not Pilbara weed 

experts!
– Continual iterative 

improvements required
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• The database will be made freely available online
– e.g. ALA, NatureMap
– Possible to add data at a later stage

• Citations & attributions will be preserved

• Can more be pulled out of the existing data?  
– Biological surveys represented 12% of reports
– Raw quadrat data
– Rare flora

• Substantial bibliography of flora & vegetation reports
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Where will this data end up?



Areas for further attention
• Data characteristics

– Refining quality control measures
– Data ‘value’ (relative contribution)
– Improving collection of non-standard metrics
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• Aspirational aggregation 
– Greater variety of data sources
– Greater variety of data types
– Prising out recalcitrant data

=> Many F&V reports inaccessible at DMP due to ‘confidentiality agreements’



Improving biodiversity data capture and 
sharing in Western Australia



WABSI: a facilitator & enabler

• What do we do?

Enabling government, industry and community
to make better decisions

about biodiversity conservation & sustainable development

Biodiversity
conservation

Sustainable
development



• Addressing knowledge gaps with   
research for on-ground outcomes

Enable relevant research
to meet end user needs

Bring the best expertise
together to maximise
research efficiencies

Facilitate better sharing
of scientific information

WABSI: a facilitator & enabler

• What do we do?

Research

Funding

Communications
Policy    

Management



WABSI: a facilitator & enabler

• How do we do it?

WABSI
programs
of work



…is to use data and data science to “improve our understanding of the 
cumulative environmental effects of an action, on a region, over time, and 
ensure that these impacts can be transparently communicated to policy 
makers, regulators and the community.”

WABSI information management challenge…

“If you do nothing else capture & manage the survey data 
collected as part of the environmental approvals process 
and make it accessible” – Stakeholder feedback, 2017



WABSI
program
of work

WABSI data science initiatives in WA

Capture Aggregation Analysis Action

Additional 
data layers

Modelling

Other research

+

(etc)

Past data

Herbaria

New data

Apps

Policy

Management

IBSA BIO dEIA



• May 2018: DWER launched the Index of Biodiversity Surveys for Assessments (IBSA).
• IBSA Impact –a data asset worth $38m pa
• 2030 >> IBSA plus Mining Act Surveys = $1B biodiversity information asset

biocollect.ala.org.au/ibsa

What is IBSA?



• Currently working with State Govt, 
Commonwealth, Industry & research partners 
to determine the viability of a Biodiversity 
Information Office (BIO)

• Custodian and asset manager of all WA 
biodiversity data

• Mirror many of the functions and objectives of 
the Geological Survey.

From IBSA to BIO



Bruce Webber
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• Add Business Unit/Flagship NamePHOTO CREDITS: Bruce Webber, AVH, Wikimedia Commons, Atlas of Living Australia, Graeme Churchard, John Scott, FloraBase

Interested in sharing your data?

@DrBruceWebber
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